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Abstract

The motor nervous system is one of the main systems of the body and is our
principle means ofbehavior. Some of the most debilitating and wide spread
disorders are motor systempathologies. In particular the basal ganglia are
complex networks of the brain that control someaspects of movement in all
vertebrates. Although these networks have been extensively studied,lack of
proper methods to study them on a system level has hindered the process
ofunderstanding what they do and how they do it. In order to facilitate this
process I have usedcomputational models as an approach that can faithfully
take into account many aspects of ahigh dimensional multi faceted system.In
order to minimize the complexity of the system, I first took agnathan fish and
amphibians asmodeling animals. These animals have rather simple neuronal
networks and have been wellstudied so that developing their biologically
plausible models is more feasible. I developedmodels of sensory motor
transformation centers that are capable of generating basic behaviorsof
approach, avoidance and escape. The networks in these models used a similar
layeredstructure having a sensory map in one layer and a motor map on
other layers. The visualinformation was received as place coded information,
but was converted into population codedand ultimately into rate coded
signals usable for muscle contractions.In parallel to developing models of
visuomotor centers, I developed a novel model of the basalganglia. The model
suggests that a subsystem of the basal ganglia is in charge of resolvingconflicts
between motor programs suggested by different motor centers in the nervous
system.This subsystem that is composed of the subthalamic nucleus and
pallidum is called thearbitration system. Another subsystem of the basal
ganglia called the extension system which iscomposed of the striatum and
pallidum can bias decisions made by an animal towards theactions leading
to lower cost and higher outcome by learning to associate proper actions
todifferent states. Such states are generally complex states and the novel
hypothesis I developedsuggests that the extension system is capable of learning
such complex states and linking themto appropriate actions. In this framework,
striatal neurons play the role of conjunction (BooleanAND) neurons while
pallidal neurons can be envisioned as disjunction (Boolean OR) neurons.In
the next set of experiments I tried to take the idea of basal ganglia subsystems
to a new levelby dividing the rodent arbitration system into two functional
subunits. A rostral group of ratpallidal neurons form dense local inhibition
among themselves and even send inhibitoryprojections to the caudal segment.
The caudal segment does not project back to its rostralcounterpart, but
both segments send inhibitory projections to the output nuclei of the rat
basalganglia i.e. the entopeduncular nucleus and substantia nigra. The rostral
subsystems is capableof precisely detecting one (or several) components
of a rudimentary action and suppress othercomponents. The components
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that are reinforced are those which lead to rewarding stateswhereas those
that are suppressed are those which do not. The hypothesis explains
neuronalmechanisms involved in this process and suggests that this subsystem
is a means of generatingsimple but precise movements (such as using a single
digit) from innate crude actions that theanimal can perform even at birth (such
as general movement of the whole limb). In this way, therostral subsystem
may play important role in exploration based learning.In an attempt to more
precisely describe the relation between the arbitration and extensionsystems,
we investigated the effect of dynamic synapses between subthalamic, pallidal
andstriatal neurons and output neurons of the basal ganglia. The results imply
that output neuronsare sensitive to striatal bursts and pallidal irregular firing.
They also suggest that few striatalneurons are enough to fully suppress output
neurons. Finally the results show that the globuspallidus exerts its effect
on output neurons by direct inhibition rather than indirect influence viathe
subthalamic nucleus.
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